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I

was at the March 7th Hunter College
recital, as I was at every Björling New
York recital from October 31, 1953 to
his last. The highlight of that first recital
was his singing of Lamento di Federico.
His rendition of that aria stands out as one
of the best I have ever heard from him or
anyone else. The high note soared to the
stratosphere. The live performance was
even better than his recorded versions of
that aria.
In 1959, I also attended a recital he
gave in Boston on the 4th of March. There
was a marked difference between those
performances. His voice was off in Boston,
so he sang only a few encores, but at Hunter
College, he was back in form. Björling’s

Nessun Dorma was magnificent. I don’t
know if he transposed it down a half-tone. I
should also mention his Che gelida manina.
He sang it with his customary legato and
brilliant High B (down a half-tone). But
as many times as he sang Rodolfo’s aria in
recital, he never matched his singing of that
aria in the Met La Boheme performance on
February 1, 1954.
I didn’t have to look up that date; it
is etched in my memory. As many of you
probably know, in the Fall of 1953, he
cancelled many performances of Faust.
Thus, when he recovered from his illness,
he wanted to make up for missing so
many performances, so he held the High B
forever. And in the third act, he sang with
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unbridled passion and with ringing high
notes.
The March 7th program was standard
for him. I remember talking to his press
manager, Bill Arneth, about his programming. Bill had encouraged him to add
different arias—Ah, fuyez douce image or
the Improviso from Andrea Chenier—but
he stuck to the familiar. That is the only unfortunate aspect of this performance. But I
shouldn’t complain, I once heard him sing
In fernam land in a recital. It was either
Philadelphia or Washington, D.C.
What was unique about Björling’s recitals was that he inserted encores throughout the program. The first time I attended
another singer’s recital (Leonard Warren), I

was surprised that encores came only after
the program was finished. I later learned
this was standard procedure.
The only recitalist who thrilled me as
much was Aksel Schiotz. I don’t remember
the venue, probably Carnegie Hall. By the
time, I saw Schiotz, he sang as a baritone.
His high notes were not great, but his
dramatic intensity and musicality were
exceptional. Not surprising since he and
Björling studied with John Forsell.
I remember as a young Met standee,
many standees criticized Björling for a lack
of emotion. Gigli was preferred. I rejected
then and I reject now that Björling was not
a great interpreter of music. As great as
Gigli was, Björling was better. n
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